openQA Tests - action #49652

[functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql - Database get dropped before using it

25/03/2019 05:06 pm - SLindoMansilla

Status: Rejected
Priority: Normal
Assignee: szarate
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version:
Difficulty:

Description

Observation

Database get dropped before using it.

Reproducible

Fails since Build 195.1 in scenario sle-15-SP1-Installer-DVD-s390x-wsm+dev_tools+textmode@s390x-kvm-sle12

Expected result

Last good: 192.1

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
- Related to openQA Tests - action #49187: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist
- Duplicates openQA Tests - action #49634: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql

History

#1 - 26/03/2019 07:56 am - pcvrnka
- Duplicates action #49634: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql: schema public does not exist added

#2 - 26/03/2019 09:00 am - szarate
- Related to action #49187: [functional][u] test fails in php7_postgresql (with pgsql11) added

#3 - 26/03/2019 09:02 am - szarate
- Status changed from New to Rejected
- Assignee set to szarate

See linked ticket

#4 - 26/03/2019 09:04 am - SLindoMansilla

Rejected as duplicate